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Our team is made up of talented enthusiasts, exchange
traders who united and founded a single company in order to
build a valuable investment portfolio for the sake of profitable
trading at digital currency exchanges. Thanks to many years
of professional experience in this field (10 years and more),
as well as partnerships with reliable companies from all over
the globe, we managed to achieve great results in trading
such popular currencies. On average, every 9 deals out of 10
are successful, while our leading traders have a success rate
of 93%.
We strive for long-term cooperation, increasing the number of
our staff members, and expanding the circle of our investors
and partners, which will allow us to build the future we have
been dreaming of, the promising, prosperous, and financially
independent future for everyone who works with us and
shares our goals.

About Company
About us: 

We go beyond the hype and speculation that has gripped this
emerging asset class. Our Research is widely utilized and
cited. As stewards of this new asset class, we provide our
clients and the broader market with insightful analysis that
separates signal from noise. Our team delivers clear and
intelligent insights, supported by empirical evidence, and is
essential reading for investors who want to keep pace with
this rapidly evolving industry.
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Our expert team of financial analysts and crypto enthusiasts diligently
assess market trends and identify opportune moments to execute
investments in gold. By employing advanced algorithms and predictive
analytics, we capitalize on market movements, aiming to maximize
profits while minimizing risks.
The synergy between gold and cryptocurrency offers a compelling
vision for the future of investments. As the world continues to embrace
digital currencies and blockchain technology, the demand for
cryptocurrencies is likely to surge, propelling their value upward.
Simultaneously, gold's intrinsic value will remain intact, offering
stability during uncertain times. This dual-benefit approach holds the
potential for consistent, long-term growth.
Diversification is a fundamental strategy for successful investing. By
integrating gold with cryptocurrencies, our clients can create a
balanced and diversified portfolio. 

About us: 
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About Company

 OUR INVESTMENT PACKAGES 

BRONZE
5% daily profit
AFTER 24 HOURS
  
Min : $100
Max : $1,499
Principal Included
7% Referral Bonus

GOLD
10% daily profit
AFTER 48 HOURS
  
Min : $1,500
Max : $2,999
Principal Included
7% Referral Bonus

PLATINUM
15% daily profit
AFTER 3 DAYS
  
Min : $5,000
Max : $7,000
Principal Included
7% Referral Bonus

VIP PLAN
25% daily profits
AFTER 6 DAYS
  
Min : $7,000
Max : $10,000
Principal Included
7% Referral Bonus

V

Executive Gold
150%
AFTER 15 DAYS
  
Min : $50,000
Max : UNLIMITED
Principal Included
7% Referral Bonus

Long Term Gold
Principal Included
10% Referral Bonus
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DEPOSIT AND WITHDRAWAL PROCESS: 

Investment deposit is done through the
bitcoin/Usdt,etherium wallet 
withdrawal is also done through the bitcoin/Usdt wallet
once your investment is matured and ready for
withdrawal. 
Referral bonus can be withdrawn immediately to 
investors bitcoin/Usdt wallet. 

HOW TO DEPOSIT: 
1. Log in to your www.metrocapital-trade.com  account. 
2. Click the Make a Deposit button. 
3. Select the Plan and Amount you want to invest. 
4. Follow the instructions and copy the company wallet 
address shown in the deposit confirmation page. 
5. Go and buy bitcoin or usdt  and send it to the wallet 
address copied from our website. 

Note: that if you have copied bitcoin make sure you are 
sending bitcoin to the copied bitcoin wallet, otherwise 
you may lose your funds.  After making a deposit, the
depositor is to save his/her transaction id hash on the
company website for the deposit to be approved by the
company



HOW TO WITHDRAW: 

1. Log in to your www.metrocapital-trade.com company    
 account
2. Click the Withdraw Funds button. 
3. Enter the amount you want to withdraw 
4. Click confirm and your money will be sent. 
Always chat with the administrator when you need help. 
 
NB: Deposits and Withdrawals Are Made 
Through Bitcoin,etherium and usdt  

 

IS THERE A HIDDEN FEE?

We are pleased to inform you that "METRO CAPITAL
TRADE” has a transparent and customer-friendly policy
regarding deposit and withdrawal fees. We take pride in
offering our services without any charges for both
deposits and withdrawals.



Our team of dedicated professionals is available to
assist you with any questions or concerns you may
have regarding your investment account. Whether
you need help with account setup, account
maintenance, or have questions about investment
strategies, our team is here to help.

Email: support@metrocapital-trade.com

Address: Strada Principala 5, Vorta, 337540,
Hunedoara,Romania.

Contact us: 24/7 online support



Our team of experienced professionals has worked
tirelessly to ensure that we meet the highest
standards of integrity, transparency, and
performance. As a certified investment advisor, we
are held to strict ethical and professional standards,
and we are committed to maintaining the trust of our
clients through open communication and exceptional
results.


